At last, thought Cryotek, the upstart would be finally eradicated. The Darksyders had come from
nowhere twenty-five or so stellar cycles before, and slowly but steadily encroached on Minions of
Unicron territory. Even the outbreak of war four stellar cycles earlier hadn't slowed their relentless
advance. Cryotek's initial overtures of alliance, of delineating territory and specializing according to
their strengths, were rebuffed, his messengers mutilated. And so, quite apart from the global conflict
going on between the Builders and the forces of the Resistance, there was war on the streets, with
his Minions losing ground to the Darksyders' relentless advance. City by city, block by block, the
Darksyders seemed to be everywhere. Stooges who had reliably given the Minions info for decades
suddenly claimed ignorance; fences who had been moving their merchandise shuttered their doors
when a Minion came knocking; MCSF beat cops who had been on the take for stellar cycles began
inexplicably arresting his people. Whereas once the crude mark of Unicron's visage sent fear down
the backstruts of citizens and criminals alike, now they were becoming a joke.
But tonight, all that would change. A hit on a Minion corner had gone bad, thanks to extra security
Cryotek had personally ordered. The shooter, a bot by the name of Doom-Lock, was captured.
Cryotek oversaw his interrogation personally… it took over two solar cycles for the Pred to crack.
When he finally gave up the access codes to his own memory banks, Cryotek greedily drank in the
images of him meeting the leader of the Darksyders, the mysterious bot calling himself Megatron. It
took place in an opulent, Builder-scaled mansion. A little digging revealed it to belong to a shell
corporation, which Packrat was eventually able to link to several known Darksyder fronts, as well
as a long-unsolved murder from a few decades back. Cryotek knew, deep in his equilibrium circuits,
that this was the domicile of the ersatz Megatron.
Cryotek gathered up his top enforcers for a decisive strike at the head of the beast. He was certain
that, once the Darksyders were decapitated, they would fall in line and become loyal Minions of
Unicron. Any doubt in Cryotek's mind about the veracity of his information was eliminated when
they spied three sentries patrolling the perimeter of the vast estate. From his vantage point on a hill
outside of the gate, he watched Escargon, Jai-Alai, and Cataclysm disappear into the night, to
silently eliminate each guard. Less than ten cycles later, all of them had reported back a success. He
turned to Hammerstrike and gave the nod. They were going in.
While it was tempting to simply walk in the front door, Cryotek was not one to let ego get the better
of him. He skirted the front, avoiding the statue of Floron that dominated the central driveway,
opting instead for the delivery entrance on the side of the structure. When he arrived, his team had
already assembled. Cataclysm was tinkering with the security system while Jai-Alai and Escargon
kept watch. Each noted his arrival with a curt nod, then returned their optics to scanning the
grounds. Cryotek found his focus inevitably drawn to the small keypad Cataclysm was attempting
to thwart. The locksmith worked quickly and efficiently, fingers making small, delicate movements
as they spliced wires and inserted tiny bypass circuits. After what felt like megacycles, but was
probably less than two cycles, the small indicator light on the keypad turned from blinking orange
to a steady blue. They were in.
Escargon, L^2 Lance at the ready, stood to the side of the door and held up three fingers. He waited
a beat, then held up two. Another beat, and he lowered his hand. On the fourth beat, he pressed the
open button and the door slid into the ceiling. Jai-Alai slipped in first, her shuriken at the ready.
After a moment she extended an overlong arm and gestured for the rest to follow. Hammerstrike
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strode in boldly, and Cryotek followed. Escargon took the rear position, leaving Cataclysm to keep
their exit clear.
It took a moment for Cryotek's optics to adjust to the dark, during which he focused on his audio
receptors. There was an oppressive stillness to the house. The normal sounds one would expect in
an estate this size were here, the hum of the electrics, the occasional rush of fluid rushing through
the taps, and yet somehow there was something missing. Part of Cryotek wanted to listen to his
instincts, abort the mission, but he dismissed it. They'd already slain three guards. Cryotek would
expect only three more, which meant that they now had Megatron outnumbered, as well as the
element of surprise. That the mansion felt dangerous was only appropriate, for no bot could forge an
organization as unrelenting as the Darksyders without being incredibly deadly himself.
With great caution, they made their way through a storage area to what appeared to be a library.
Well organized datadisks lined the shelves, along with the occasional lexi-film. A single chair was
pulled back from a desk, upon which rested a data reader with a softly-glowing face. There were
two exits from this room, one towards the center of the house, the other continuing along the
outskirts. The outskirts were safer, so Jai-Alai advanced silently to that door.
It opened to a room containing what appeared to be an empty C/R bath. A yellow shape, difficult to
make out in the darkness, lay on the bottom. As Cryotek peered over the edge to get a closer look,
the door on the far end of the bath chamber opened, and a bored-looking black and red Maximal
with a light on his shoulder stepped in. He was clearly shocked to see anyone here, and opened his
mouth to shout. One of Jai-Alai's disks found his throat instead, and he collapsed to the ground with
a small thud as his blue face hit the bath.
Hammerstrike rushed to the Maximal's side and took an energy reading. "Still alive," she whispered.
Jai-Alai took an aggressive step forward. "I can rectify that."
"Why?" Hammerstrike whispered back. "He'll be a loyal Minion of Unicron like us soon enough."
"I don't leave jobs half-finished, weaksparked Minimal. Step aside."
Cryotek rolled his optics. Those two had never gotten along, and he didn't expect them to start now.
He had no desire to take sides, but wasn't about to let their factional rivalry jeopardize his assault.
Stepping forward, he reached down to the unconscious Maximal. He gripped the dented head with
his right hand and closed his fist, crushing the cranium into scrap. Then he turned to his two
recalcitrant lieutenants. "The next time you let your petty rivalry interfere in a mission," he
whispered fiercely, "that will be your fate. Understood?" Both of them nodded furiously, not eager
to incur his wrath.
The door had remained open from where the guard had entered, and was the only means of egress
besides the door they'd come through. With Jai-Alai and Hammerstrike still shaken, Escargon took
the lead. He took several long moments to assess the room, his head slowly scanning from side to
side, during which the tension in the bath chamber notched up steadily. Finally, he held up a
segmented arm and gestured for the rest of them to enter the room.
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The moment Cryotek entered, he saw what had taken the Maximal so long. They were in an
enormous chamber, one which must have dominated nearly half of the mansion's square footage.
An enormous, Builder-scaled spiral staircase dominated the room, providing access to the second
floor. Gargantuan statues lined three of the four walls, excepting only the wall with the massive
door to the outside. Each of the statue was clad in armor and held some sort of weapon, making
them an imposing display. Hidden in the shadowy recesses of the walls were more doors, no doubt
to other rooms pragmatic and esoteric alike. Something told Cryotek that Megatron wouldn't be
found in any of these lower rooms, though. He was a bot of grandeur, of vision. His chambers
would be on the second floor. Cryotek lifted a single blue digit, pointing up.
Jai-Alai, having recovered from Cryotek’s earlier admonishment, took point, with Escargon now at
her side. Hammerstrike was holding back, no doubt hoping to put some distance between herself
and her Predacon rival.
The moment Cryotek stepped onto the stairwell, every light in the room turned on, and he felt
himself completely exposed. At the top of the stairs appeared a purple mech, Predacon symbol on
his chest. "Ah, Cryotek. We meet at last, face to face; the founder of the Darksyders and the bot
holding the reins of the Minions of Unicron."
By this point, Cryotek had collected himself. He didn't get to where he was in this world by being
easily intimidated. He raised his wrist-mounted gun and pointed it at the bot who could only be
Megatron. "We've slain your guards, 'Megatron'. Why shouldn't I do the same to you right now?"
Megatron chuckled. "You're certainly welcome to try, yes. You'd hardly be the first. But allow me
to give you a counter-proposal. Swear fealty to me, and I let your spark continue to pulse." He
shifted his focus subtly and splayed the fingers on his outstretched hand. "That goes for all of you.
I'm always looking for experienced lieutenants."
Jai-Alai drew back her arm to unleash a disk, but Cryotek stayed her by raising the fingers of his
left hand. Megatron's confidence bothered him, and yet there was no visible threat. Could he simply
be that good at bluffing?
No, he decided. Megatron had a trick at the ready. But Cryotek had clawed his way from the bottom
of society to where he was today, and had no intention of giving up all he'd struggled for to some
pretentious purple prat. "Pretender to the name, this game ends now." He lowered his fingers and
Jai-Alai unleashed two disks directly at Megatron's head. They passed through him, meeting no
resistance, and he derezzed slightly before solidifying; a hologram!
Hammerstrike was the fastest on the uptake. "Out of the house!" she shouted, and started to dash for
the main entrance. One of the statues juddered to life and extended a Builder-scaled hand to snag
her. The other statues also jerked into motion and Cryotek found himself surrounded. Jai-Alai,
always one with a keen tactical sense, rushed up the stairwell and away from the thirteen notstatues, but one aimed its massive blaster at her and pulled the trigger, unleashing a concussive blast
that struck her in the back, sending her bouncing off the stairs and back to the hard metal floor.
Escargon transformed to his half-track mode and fired at the nearest armored form, only for it to
raise an oversized foot and crush him.
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The Megatron hologram put his fists to his side, elbows out, and laughed heartily. "I acquired an
entire fleet of these Dropkick Terrorbots some stellar cycles ago. It's so rare that I get to see them in
action." Cryotek couldn't help but notice that none of the drones had attacked him yet. Somehow he
didn't think that could bode well for him.
"Now," continued the dulcet tones of his rival, "I wanted to thank you and your crew for disposing
of those incompetents guarding my estate. Each of them had proved himself a liability to my
organization in some capacity, and you have spared me the expense of having them slain. That goes
for Doom-Lock as well, though the duration he managed to keep you from the information I
allowed him to obtain makes me think I may have misjudged him. Oh, well, no matter. In thanks, I
shall repeat my generous offer. Swear fealty to me, dissolve the Minions of Unicron—a rather
gauche name, wouldn't you say, especially as I don't believe you give two Ironhide keys about the
Chaos Bringer—and I'll let you live? "
Surrounded by weapons, deprived of his minions, Cryotek saw little to do but nod.
"Excellent! Now, given your initial recalcitrance, I hope you'll forgive me for taking certain
precautions, yes?" One of the Terrorbots fired a cackling net and Cryotek found himself flat on his
back in stasis lock. After several interminable cycles of immobility, a smirking Predacon in various
shades of purple and green came into view over Cryotek's prone form. "My name is Psychobat, and
I'll be your mnemosurgeon tonight. I'm afraid this will hurt."
The distance of Megatron's estate from the nearest residence, that of a Builder tycoon named
Twitcher who had made his fortune in brutal Simultronic games, ensured that no one but Psychobat
would hear the screams. Psychobat and, of course, Megatron, who savored every anguished cry
over his secure holographic link.

"You've done it, Megatron," enthused Scorponok. "Cryotek is firmly under your thumb. The rest of
his lieutenants are falling into line. Cybertron's underworld is ours!"
"Yes," Megatron said, contemplatively. He was looking out of a window with his back to his
lieutenants. This should have been a cause for celebration, but somehow it wasn't enough.
"It's magnificent!" With irritation, Megatron realized that Terrorsaur had, once again, failed to pick
up on his mood. "All over Vos, Tarn, Durax, even Hexima, that stupid Unicron symbol is getting
scrubbed off the walls and replaced with the double-bladed spear of the Darksyders!" Megatron did
not bother to answer him.
Your minions are small, with small ambitions. Cybertron's underworld? I thought you were trying
to accomplish something.
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Megatron's scowl deepened. The worst thing was he agreed.
Scorponok cleared his filters gently. "I, uh, I hear Queen Rage has a Pit of a racket down in Triax.
She's annexed Perihex and everything."
An illusion, power wielded without restraint, she will overstep her bounds and be cut down.
"Hey, yeah." Terrorsaur chimed in, "Once we finish consolidating our hold on the Minions’
territory, maybe we can swing by the Plains of Toraxxis and force her to join up."
Tell them. Megatron turned to face them. "Why?"
Megatron could see Terrorsaur glance to Scorponok for backup, but Scorponok pretended not to
notice. "Uh, why what, Megatron?"
"Why, after bringing the most powerful crime syndicate on the planet to heel, would I want to sully
my hands with some two-bit Champion taking advantage of the chaos of the Uprising?"
"Ummm… well…" Terrorsaur was evidently flummoxed. "Uh… I guess we could go bust up some
heads in Proximax. Everyone says the Antares Eight are creepy as frag, and word is they've got
some really unusual tech we might be able to put to good use." Megatron allowed his scowl to
deepen. "Or, hey, we could always just keep running our territory. Bots gotta have guns, nuke, syk,
and energon. It's all about the 'Waves, amiright?"
Megatron fixed Terrorsaur with a menacing look. The 100-CPK Soundwave coin was a symbol of
wealth, and Megatron only ever saw wealth as a means to an end.
Megatron sighed, closed his optics briefly with exasperation at what he had to do and strode
towards Terrorsaur. He grasped his red minion by the wing, lifting him from his feet and denting the
flying surface in the process. "No, Terrorsaur, you are not right. The greatest upheaval in our
generation is happening NOW, and we are wasting it peddling illicit trinkets to criminals, low-lifes,
and losers."
Megatron began to shake Terrorsaur. "War brings with it unprecedented opportunity. In chaos, real
wealth, real POWER, is open to any bold enough to seize it. We've seen it all over; the Maximal
High Council consolidating their grip on the MCSF, the Tripredacus Alliance extending their
tendrils into every aspect of Predacolonial existence. And we Darksyders shall profit from it like no
other!" He tossed Terrorsaur aside, then turned back to the window.
Good, thugs and gangsters will only get you so far–eventually they all need to be taught... ambition.
They were on the penthouse level of a dilapidated tower in the Quadrant Rho district of Iacon. The
never-ending sprawl of Iacon stretched out before him. In the distance he could just make out the
peak of the domed Iacon Stadium, where Maximals and Predacons had, until recently, fought each
other to the death for the amusement of Builders.
In a contemplative voice, Megatron asked, "Why do you think they made us fight, Scorponok?"
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Scorponok appeared to give it a moment's thought. "Energon."
"Of course, go on."
"We're a lot more efficient than they are, on account of our size. But we still run off the same fuel.
90% of industry, maybe, ultimately comes down to producing and distributing energon. We produce
barely enough to keep them and us alive. They'd like to take more, of course, but that means less for
us, and we're the ones doing all of the producing."
Good answer, test him further.
"Interesting. But how does that tie into the arenas, Scorponok?"
Terrorsaur had picked himself off the ground by the point, and unobtrusively slinked out of the
room. Megatron saw him go and did not argue. Terrorsaur's time would come again. Sometimes a
thug with little brainpower and an even smaller moral compass is exactly what an ambitious ruler
needs. I never underestimated the value of a blunt instrument.
Scorponok appeared to be enjoying being the center of Megatron's attention. Pathetic really, but,
again, useful. "It keeps us focused on all the wrong things. We're, most of us, terrified that we'll get
called up, which keeps us in line. And then when we see a fellow Predacon get axed by a Maximal,
we blame the Maximals. And they blame us. It keeps Predacons focused on Maximals, when we
should be angry at the Builders for sitting on our necks and draining us dry like some kind of astro
tick."
Megatron chuckled. "You've been listening to Lio Convoy again."
Scorponok gave a small shrug. "Radio Free Cybertron, sure. But he's right. There's only so much
energon to go around. You know that better than anybot. As long as that's the case, well, we'll
always be someone's slave."
Something in that statement nagged at Megatron's processor, in a way neither he nor his little
thought experiment could quite place. "What did you say?"
Scorponok paused for slightly too long as he checked his next sentence for hidden booby traps,
"We'll always be slaves—"
Yes. This is it.
"—As long as we need energon, yes. But what if… what if we didn't?" Megatron felt himself
talking faster as he warmed to his topic. "Do you remember my ant-droid farm? Those creatures
produce their own. And they're hardly unique in that regard. In the past few centuries, the
mechanimals have made remarkable strides, even as we Cybertronians have been dying off. Do you
remember the plant initiative to keep razor snakes out of the facility? They were slithering in and
chewing on the uridium pipes. But those pipes carried solvents, not energon. That tells me they
were metabolizing the uridium somehow, producing their own fuel."
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Now it was Scorponok's turn to nod along. "But, if that's the case, how do we leverage it? Do you
think farming might—"
"No," Megatron cut him off decisively. "As magnificent as the menagerie of mechanimals are, I
have no desire to take up husbandry. I share too much of my namesake's hunger for glory for such
pursuits. But what if we had no NEED of processed energon? What if every Maximal and Predacon
could make their own? Our dependency on the rusting infrastructure we toil in to keep the Builders
functional would be gone. We could abandon it, en masse, and seize our rightful places as rulers of
Cybertron once and for all!"
The audacity of the vision clearly dazzled Scorponok, as well it might. "So, you're suggesting…"
Tell him–tell him the future, your future.
"The time has come for us to evolve to the next level. In my vision, we shall all of us, Maximal and
Predacon alike, become beasts!"

The Hydrax spaceport was, like most of the rest of Cybertron, falling into a state of disrepair that
threatened to transition from merely unsightly to downright dangerous. It had historically been
Cybertron's preeminent method of travelling off-world, but with their access to the stars severely
curtailed, most travel was routed through the Starsreach Central Spaceport in Iacon's Ibex quadrant.
The larger Hydrax facility today functioned primarily as a place to mothball the decaying remains
of the Cybertronian space fleet.
And that suited Packrat just fine. He'd been initially nervous upon meeting Megatron. Who wouldn't
be? What kind of a bot called himself that? But Cryotek—who had been acting rather twitchy ever
since he merged his operations with the Darksyders—insisted. As it turned out, Megatron was a
pragmatic kinda fellow, happy to employ Packrat for the sort of larceny he specialized in. This was
to be his first Darksyder job, the acquisition of a stasis pod.
Eager to make a good impression, Packrat stowed away on a cargo ship headed for the Hydrax
Plateau that very evening. Now, two solar cycles later, he was casing the spaceport, getting a feel
for the comings and goings. The bad news was that, while the war had generally made his life
easier, in this case it would be much the opposite. The ships of the Hydrax spaceport, if they could
be rendered operational, could be incredibly valuable to the Resistance. That might explain why
MCSF patrols constantly roamed the perimeter, with the occasional MFC overflight for good
measure. And why the Builders had elected to keep the red and white flier Micromaster Packrat had
glimpsed through the window of the control tower on site. A glowing pink fence, eight
mechanometers high, funneled all visitors through one of two gates: the front gate, built like a
fortress, and a side gate that was probably designed for deliveries. As Hadean dipped below the
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horizon, Packrat was dismayed to find that floodlights kicked in, darting to and fro, randomly
illuminating the grounds.
OK. No one said it'd be easy. And the more he watched, the more he realized that the spotlights
were NOT actually random. There was a pattern, it was just complicated. After nearly a megacycle,
he'd committed it to memory. There were three ships he could reach from the delivery gate, should
he be able to get through it. Or… over it? That had possibilities, but how to stop the guards from
spotting him? From his position, hidden among the rough terrain of the Badlands bordering the port,
he peered intently at the entrance.
Over the course of the evening, he saw three trucks arrive. Two the guards scanned with a handheld
quadcorder, but the third, a tanker, made a bit of small talk—he could see the truck's grill flashing—
and was waved through. Through the lenses that had dropped over his optics, granting him
incredible distance vision, he tracked the truck to a nucleon tank. The tanker transformed and
connected himself to the tank, then began draining the volatile fluid. From where he sat, he seemed
to engage not just the bots working near the tank, but all of the guards that happened by. No wonder
they were willing to waive protocol for him.
After over half a megacycle, the trucker disconnected himself and walked to the gate, still chatting
with a guard. Then he… did he just embrace the shorter guard? That was surprising. The trucker
only converted back to alt-mode once he was through the gates. Packrat watched him drive towards
the main highway and made a split-second decision; he converted to his own sedan mode, cut all
exterior lights, and followed the talkative trucker.

On the ride back to Stanix, Powerhug couldn't help but feel like something was off. Several times
along the journey, he thought he caught a sensor ping on… something, but each time it turned out to
be nothing but a lidar ghost.
Must be the Uprising, he thought. It had him on edge. It was tough to get straight news from ICS,
but Powerhug was by nature a gregarious fellow. While the official story was that the Resistance
was in dire straits, whispers from the few travelers to actually use the Hydrax spaceport spoke of the
entire south polar region having fallen to the Resistance and their sympathizers. And even those
areas where the Resistance didn't hold territory weren't free from turmoil; industry had been
sabotaged at an alarming rate, government buildings bombed, and Builders assassinated. Not just
Builders, but Maximals and Predacons deemed too close to their Builder overlords.
He topped up his tank at his base depot in Yuss, enjoying a brief chat with the supervisor there, then
made his delivery to Fort Scyk. After that he was off-duty. Fragging Builders! They made him
travel back to his home in Yuss on his own time. He decided to use some of his scarce leisure time
at the Fort's bar, The Bronze. It wasn't his normal routine, but the extra megacycle of duty per solar
cycle that had been imposed due to "exigent circumstances" had him beat. Midway through his third
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drink, he couldn't help but notice a commotion at the end of the bar. It looked like a card game
going bad. With a sigh, Powerhug pulled himself to his weary feet to see what the problem was.
A blue Maximal was at the center of it all. He kept pointing to his cards, loudly insisting that the pot
was his. "Can I help out here?" Powerhug asked.
The Maximal turned to him, optics darting between him and the other three players. "Yeah, ok,
sure, you don't have a stake in this." He gestured to his hexagonal cards, displaying a red seven and
ten, blue eight and nine, and a black Liege. "Seven on a run beats his pair of Primes, right?"
Powerhug glanced at the other player, who gave a little shrug. "Friend, seven on a run WOULD
beat a pair of Primes. But for a run, you need five consecutive cards. The card above ten is an
Emirate." All around the table, heads nodded.
The blue Maximal looked at him skeptically, then threw his cards on the table with a flourish. "My
bad then. I'm still new at Triad." He shoved his pile of CPKs at the winner. Powerhug started to turn
for the bar, but was stopped by the Maximal's hand on his arm. "Hey, where you going? Pull up a
chair, we can always use a peacemaker at the table." Powerhug turned and noted that there was a
huge pile of chips in front of this bot who clearly had no aptitude for cards. Not just low-value
Ironhides and Shockers either, but 25 CPK Screamers and 50 CPK Prowls. A few extra coins
jingling in subspace could really help him out, especially with winter coming.
"Aw, sure, what's the harm?" He extended a hand. "Name's Powerhug."
The Maximal took it. "Pleased to make your acquaintance. Packrat."

Nucleon watched from a corner as the Maximal—a lowly Class F or G by the looks of him—
proceeded to get himself fleeced. Oldest game there was, and the moron was falling for it. He took
another sip of his engex, allowing himself to savor the burn as it went down. It wasn't supposed to
be like this. He had once been binary bonded to the leader of the Decepticons, Galvatron himself.
He still remembered the sensation of losing himself to the Mad Tyrant's will, his own powerful
intellect subsumed and redirected as he became the power core of the emperor. Along with
Doomshot, his Headmaster, and Clench, his Targetmaster, they were a Triple-Threat Master, one of
only two in the entire war. Together they laid waste to entire worlds. The cost was high, especially
to Galvatron; Soundwave estimated that he had cut his lifespan by hundreds of thousands of stellar
cycles, and strained his already tenuous grasp on reality to the breaking point. But oh, the glory of
being so brilliant, so powerful, so potent; a supernova, expending ten million centuries of hydrogen
for a single glorious blast.
Then came the disastrous Great Push, and the humiliation that followed. Shackles, imprisonment,
the farce of a trial. Galvatron and Scourge were sentenced to death. Those bound to them faced
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interminable incarceration. Eventually society moved on; tthough
hough Galvatron's name would live
forever in infamy, those close to him were forgotten as the history vids chose to focus on other
things. When the Builder Assembly found their resources strained by the various precursor
uprisings, Nucleon was released to a world not his own,, an outcast among outcasts. He had tried to
get in touch with Doomshot and Clench, but the former was halfway across the planet and dealing
with his own set of tribulations and the latter, of course, had not survived the Extirpation
irpation.
Rudderless, he bounced from city to city, plying his brush with infamy for drinks and the occasional
odd job that didn't insult his dignity. It was all quite tedious; for the thousandth time he considered
dusting off his memoirs of his time in th
the presence of greatness.
A cloaked figure entered the bar and scanned the room from the doorway, backlit by the red
Cybertronian twilight. The newcomer locked optics with Nucleon, and for a nanoklik he thought he
recognized something in them—but
but that was impossible. Galvatron was gone, forever, and besides,
the figure was only a few mechanometeres taller than he was, not Galvatron's magnificent stature. It
was just wishful thinking, dataghosts conjur
conjured from his own engex-fueled
fueled musing. Then two more
figures, Cyberdroids like himself, entered the bar, and Nucleon's spark skipped a beat. It was
Doomshot and Krunix, Scourge's old Headmaster
A cloaked figure entered the bar and scanned
the room from the doorway, backlit by the red
Cybertronian twilight. The newcomer locked
optics with Nucleon,, and for a nanoklik he
thought he recognized something in them—
them
but that was impossible. Galvatron was gone,
forever, and besides, the figure was only a
few mechanometeres
teres taller than he was, not
Galvatron's magnificent stature. It was just
wishful thinking, dataghosts conjured from
his own engex-fueled
fueled musing. Then two more
figures, Cyberdroids like himself,
himself entered the
bar, and Nucleon's spark skipped a beat. It
was Doomshot and Krunix, Scourge's old
Headmaster.
The cloaked figure prowled to Nucleon's
table, picked up his glass and threw it back,
downing the intoxicant in a single swallow.
He slammed the drink down at the table, then
slid across from Nucleon.. From this
t angle,
there was no doubting it. The figure was
Galvatron, reborn somehow as a Micromaster.
He smirked, and the old familiar gleam was
unmistakable in his red optics. "Nucleon,
"
gather what assets you've accrued and prepare
to depart." His eyes twinkled with dangerous
mirth. "I'm getting the band back together."
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From his position, magnetically locked to Powerhug's undercarriage, Packrat could sense the truck
shifting into low gear. He tapped the muffler with his finger, then whispered, "Remember, keep it
natural." His mark didn't reply, but Packrat was confident that the 762 CPK debt Packrat held would
be enough to ensure compliance.
Powerhug's hydraulics whistled as he braked to a stop. From Packrat’s vantage point, he could see
feet shuffling about.
"Hey, Powerhug," came a raspy female voice, "what's shakin'?"
"Oh, the usual," was his reply. Packrat could detect a hint of nerves, but doubted the guard could.
"Any interesting visitors?"
"Nope," the scratchy voice replied. "Prob'ly for the best. Airwave has us working double shifts. He
thinks the Resistance gonna hit this place eventually. Like we'd be so lucky."
Powerhug's cheerful voice came back, "Chin up Cancix, it always does me good to see your pretty
face after a long haul."
"Oh Powerhug," she laughed, "you're such a charmer and I'm pretty sure you don't mean none of it."
All the while they were talking, Packrat could hear the mechanical grate of the service entrance
lifting up. It finally clicked into place with a hiss, and then two loud thumps reverberated through
Powerhug's structure. It was the guard, thumping him on the side—the all-clear, signaling him to
drive forward. "Mind how you go," she told him.
"Nice and easy," Packrat whispered, "like we talked about." Powerhug drove along for another few
nanokliks, like nothing was wrong, and then his front tire blew. His speed had been slow, befitting
the dangerous environment of a semi-active spaceport, so he was able to safely pull to a stop… right
where Packrat wanted him to, in a dead zone the spotlights wouldn't hit for another 1.8 cycles.
Packrat dropped to the ground and rolled out from under the large Maximal. "Nice job. Play it cool
and your debt is forgiven."
Not waiting for an answer, Packrat scurried to the shadows of a small berth marker. He picked up
Powerhug's local broadcast, asking for a tow. With a tank full of Nucleon, it'd be dangerous to
convert to robot form and walk the last few hundred mechanometers to the spaceport's main tank.
Confident that Powerhug would play his part—after all, at this point he'd have to implicate
himself—Packrat made his way to the ship he'd identified. It was an old exploration vessel from
when Cybertronians still roamed the stars: the Arclight. While the guards busily fussed over
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Powerhug, Packrat effortlessly disabled the ship's alarm system and picked the lock on a
maintenance hatch. From there, he powered up the ship's inventory subsystems and looked for a
stasis pod. No joy, the system showed that there was once a compliment of twenty, but they had
been offloaded. Unfortunate, but not necessarily devastating. There were at least two other ships he
could make his way to if he was careful, and more beyond that if he was willing to risk getting
caught in a spotlight.
He was about to head back to the maintenance hatch when he played a hunch. The Arclight was part
of a fleet, after all. He keyed into the inventory system a global search, looking for other vessels.
Seventeen were listed as having pods aboard, including the Alchemor, a prison vessel within the
temporary blind spot he'd identified. Perfect!
He poked his head out the hatch and glanced over to where Powerhug had faked his break down.
There was nothing there, meaning they'd managed to tow or push him to the tank. That was faster
than he'd hoped, which meant he'd have to hurry if he wanted the guards distracted by their talky
visitor; it took an effort of will to wait for the spotlights to get to the point in their semi-random
sweep that offered him a path to the Alchemor. Finally, the moment came and he hustled.
He repeated the process of safely gaining entry to the ship, but skipped powering up the computer.
After all, he knew where the pods were being held. Theoretically, at least. When he arrived at the
door to the ship's hold, he whispered, "come to pappa, babies," and pressed the appropriate button.
For two nanokliks nothing happened, then the doors split apart and slid into their cradles in the wall.
There, before him, were several dozen stasis pods.
Getting out was considerably easier. Security systems often worked that way. He maneuvered the
pod to the ship's waste port, which was conveniently hooked up to the local sewers. Then he
crawled into the pod and kicked off into the streaming effluence, sealing the pod tight before any
could get inside. The alarm grid, which would have first alerted every guard in the compound and
then cut him into very tiny pieces had he attempted to gain entry through it, silently let him pass,
and helpfully dumped him into the Rust Sea.

"Are you sure this is gonna work?" asked Overbite. He had been a low-level enforcer for the
Minions, which meant he was now a low-level enforcer for the Darksyders. For the bot called
Megatron, who happened to be standing right in front of him, looking impatient.
"My dear Overbite." Megatron had his double-bladed Tyrant Spear in one hand, and was tapping it
into the palm of the other. "Surely a Predacon with your fearsome reputation isn't afraid of taking on
a new alt-mode."
"Well…" Overbite looked at the stasis pod, then looked at the tank containing an oxide shark. "It's
just, I kinda like being a sub. Go anywhere, no one knows you're there. You know."
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Megatron stared at him for a moment. Overbite couldn't decide if it was friendly or hostile,
contemplative or impatient. The bot was unreadable. "Of course. And that is why we chose you,
yes. There's nothing your submarine configuration can do that an oxide shark can't do better. Oh,
your speed might be diminished, but your range will be increased a thousandfold. It does take rather
a lot of energon for you to function under the sea, does it not?"
Overbite admitted that it did. Besides, watching the shark flit back and forth, he couldn't help but be
impressed with its simple, deadly elegance. And something told him that, should he refuse, he'd find
himself given the worst assignments, or perhaps told his services were no longer required. Or
worse, if the rumors of Megatron's ruthlessness were true. He'd heard that, like the original
Megatron, the Darksyders' founder had little tolerance for failure. "Fine, let's get this over with."
He stepped into a stasis pod, which had been wired upright into the wall. His internal systems
quickly found the wireless interface and connected, handshake protocols giving him access to the
pod's functions. They had been severely curtailed, with only one option presently active: scan for
new alt-mode. He initiated, and a sensor beam emerged from the pod and swept the room. It fixed
on the shark, the only thing in the room even close to a vehicle. Error messages flashed, but there
had clearly been some hacking of the pod's circuitry, because they disappeared as swiftly as they
appeared. "Suitable alt-mode detected."
The pod filled with a nanosolution, not dissimilar to a C/R tank. At first, the sensation was almost a
tickle, as every portion of his surface tingled. Then agony stabbed to the core of his processor, and
he attempted to punch his way out of the pod. It was no use, his motor circuits were off-line. The
pain washed over him, seeming to pool on his left side as his exostructure was torn apart and
reconfigured along unnatural lines. A scream escaped his vocoder as the agony overwhelmed him.
The door to the pod hissed open, and he found that he could see again, but the light striking his
optics sent fresh waves of misery through his being. He stumbled out and collapsed to his hands and
knees. Suddenly he was pulled to his feet, and Megatron's face loomed before his.
"Transform." Overbite tried to protest that he couldn't, and was slapped in the face. "Transform,
damn you! TRANSFORM!"
Overbite didn't think he could, but thought maybe if he tried the crime boss would stop shouting at
him. "Alt-mode!" The code worked. He felt his systems reconfigure, his chassis shifting in an
unfamiliar pattern. He felt himself flop on the floor of the office, and cried out, "fluid!"
Distaste writ large on Megatron's features, the crime boss picked him up and dropped him into the
tank. The ammonia helped relieve his suffering, but only the barest amount. Reflected in the
duraglass was a freakish amalgam of shark and submersible, fins and rudders jutting out, control
surfaces at his vehicle-based front and rear ends exposed. It took him a moment to realize that the
misshapen monster was himself, but when he did, all he could do was scream, "Nooooooo!"
When Megatron plunged the Tyrant Spear directly into his spark, it was almost a mercy.
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It's the definition of madness, you know that?
Megatron willed the voice in his head to shut up. He had found it helpful, as he put the pieces of his
rise to power together, to imagine his actions though the eyes of another, the only individual he felt
worthy to judge them, his historical namesake. There were times, however, when his mental
sounding board overstepped its bounds.
Trying the same thing time and again and expecting a different outcome. You're better than this,
learn from it, course correct, rebuild!
Three attempts, three abject failures. Megatron's frustration grew with each one. He was so certain
that this path was the correct one it was as though the test subjects were failing in order to spite him.
He did not take pleasure in putting the horrific mutants out of their misery, but the violence of the
action was cathartic. He liked to imagine himself as a patient bot, sophisticated...
But there's another part of you, isn't there?
Yes, yes, there was another part of him. He could only be patient for so long before the rage came.
His capacity for, no, his need for violence was not something he was particularly proud of, it was
simply part of him, and if personally putting down the test subjects stopped him from dismantling
his failing lieutenants then he was glad to do it.
This latest wretch had become some kind of bomber/wirewolf hybrid. Her strangled cries were
something between animal howls and jet-engine screams–there was no longer any recognizable
Cybertronix there.
That part of you is why you've come so far. You need it, but you need to keep it sated, locked-up
behind a veneer of civilization until the time is right.
Yes, yes! He raised the spear before plunging it deep into the module that may have once been her
chest, aiming for her spark chamber. There was a spurt of hot energon on his face, she convulsed
once, and lay still. Megatron withdrew the spear and without a second look, called for the body to
be removed.
And so, little by little, you go from Megatron the conqueror to Megatron the mad scientist–hated
and feared.
Megatron shook his head. "Fear is useful, you have said so yourself."
Fear of your power, yes, of your retribution, but not fear like this, not horror. Continue along this
path and you will have naught left but the fear you inspire.
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Megatron dismissed the voice of his namesake with a mental command. That mental exercise had
provided him many insights over the stellar cycles, but he was certain, so maddeningly certain, that
beast modes were the future. He sat, booted up the data again, and began to crunch numbers for the
millionth time. The answer was so tantalizingly close, and yet so frustratingly elusive. He examined
every variable, every shred of information gleaned from his experiments, looking for the parameter
to change that would finally unlock the secret writ deep in the CNA of Cybertron's mechanimals.

It was test subject number five that provided the breakthrough, though not how Megatron was
expecting.
"Please! Please! I know what you want!" Megatron raised a brow ridge, but halted the process of
priming the stasis pod. Word was starting to leak, and thus subjects four and five had been
unwilling prisoners rather than Darksyder volunteers.
Number five, less than a cycle from beginning the next variation on the Beast Upgrade protocol,
was a study in panic, his words tumbling from his vocodor one after another. "Please, what you're
trying, we know it won't work."
We? Odd choice of pronoun, wouldn't you say?
Megatron scowled. "How can you be so certain?"
"I've read the repor—I mean, rumors. Everyone has. No one gets out of here alive..." Lubricant
poured from the Predacon's optics as he fixed Megatron with a pleading look. The Darksyder leader
did not address him further. He hit his comms.
"Terrorsaur, where did you say this... specimen... was from?"
Terrorsaur appeared in the doorway immediately, looking slightly flustered. "I err... picked him up
on the street, he was tailing me."
Megatron's optics narrowed dangerously. "And you thought to withhold this information?"
Terrorsaur shifted from foot to foot. "No, no... I just.... I didn't think it was important."
His usefulness may soon be at an end. Megatron couldn't help but agree with his namesake's
assessment.
"You fool Terrorsaur! Prepare to pack up the equipment. We move out in fifty cycles. Thanks to
your clumsiness our operation has been compromised."
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Terrorsaur scurried away and Megatron turned to his prisoner, his optics gleaming dangerously,
"Now," he said, "You will tell me who you work for, and what you already know about our
operation, yes."

Forty cycles later Megatron emerged from his office. He scanned the room and locked optics with
Terrorsaur. The Predacon gulped as his leader beckoned him to approach.
Terrorsaur winced at the condition of the room. Mech-fluid and energon were everywhere, coating
the walls in glistening ribbons of gore. The prisoner had been torn into a number of still sparking,
but barely identifiable chunks. His laser core was obviously extinguished.
"How are the preparations for evacuation coming?" Megatron asked, as though everything was
perfectly normal.
"We're practically ready," Terrorsaur coughed, nervously, "Less than five cycles to go and we can
move to the next safe house."
"Good, good," Megatron mused, before clapping Terrorsaur on the shoulder with a solid hand that
made the smaller bot stagger. "I've been thinking, perhaps I should thank you? Yes."
Terrorsaur cringed. "Thank... me?" he asked, warily.
"Yes. For bringing me the prisoner. You see, he turned out to be a very interesting subject indeed."
Terrorsaur looked again at the mutilated remains of the Predacon. "Not... success?"
Megatron laughed, it was big, booming, and humorless, "No, my dear Terrorsaur, not that. I did not
even attempt the transformation process. No, our friend Paralon turned out to be from an
organization I'm sure you having a passing familiarity with—the Predacon Secret Police."
Terrorsaur was stricken. "We have to go now! If the PSP are onto us...."
Megatron sighed. "Terrosaur, I did not bring the Darksyders to their current status without some
knowledge of how the world works. Paralon was due to report in..." he paused to check his internal
chronometer, "just under a megacycle."
"But... but..."
"Terrorsaur, you cannot achieve the things we hope to, the things we already have, without the
authorities taking some notice, yes? That side of things is all in hand—it is the information I
extracted from Paralon that is most interesting."
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Terrosaur looked again at his boss. Slowly he began to realize that Megatron really was pleased. He
had expected a severe dressing down, possibly even execution, or experimentation, for attracting the
PSP, but it seemed that Megatron was calmer than ever.
"What..." he stammered, "what information?"
Megatron turned to him and his optics blazed, "As I had suspected, I was not the first to become
interested in the methods by which Cybertron's fauna utilize their environment. Predacon Secret
Police agents sent after our operations were briefed with this information, and now, after several
cycles of effort on my part, we have it too."
Terrorsaur's processor cycled slowly, trying to catch up. "So I did... good?"
"NO!" Megatron's voice boomed out, making the smaller Predacon jump, "You blundered into a
trap and forced me to take violent action which has necessitated our evacuation, but in doing so you
brought us the key to unlocking this technology. There is a certain Renegade Autobot scientist, one
Leatherhide, who the PSP have a rough location for. He was deemed a crank but we have already
made advances that the PSP can only dream of. We know that this tech is possible and I am certain
with the right... persuasion... he will be a great asset to us. He was exiled for his methods, but you...
yes you... Terrorsaur, are going to redeem your blundering and find him for me."
Terrosaur groveled low, "Of course Megatron."
"Excellent," Megatron growled. "Now go!"

The Toxic Sludge Swamps had to be the most miserable place on Cybertron. Paralon had pointed
the Darksyders to Hyperious, and inquiries with the local underworld managed to turn up a decadesold reference to Leatherhide fleeing into the nearby swamps after his experiments became too much
for the Builder authorities to ignore. A Micromaster squad was dispatched to track him down… that
squad never returned.
Which was why Terrorsaur was now trudging through rust, hacking his way through the irrilium
vines in this deadly quagmire with an oversized energo machete he'd picked up from an arms dealer
selling in the shadows of the local communications hub. Again and again, he'd raise his arm. Again
and again, he'd allow it to descend, letting gravity do some of the work of hacking all obstructions
out of his way. One vine seemed to be bearing what looked like a piece of fruit. Curious, he
prodded it with the tip of his blade, only to have it explode in a pile of orange goo, splattering his
hand and helmet.
"Har har har!" came the predictable, annoying laugh of Darksteel, the local guide he'd procured.
The blue and silver Predacon knew his way around the swamps, this much was clear, but his overly
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broad sense of humor left much to be desired. Darksteel grabbed a metallic fractalized leaf from one
of the low-hanging branches and wiped a little of the muck from his forehead. "Yer don't wanna let
that stuff linger, it'll seep into your hydraulics and make you start seeing things what ain't there."
Terrorsaur silently cursed the guide for proving his worth yet again as he dipped his hands into the
rust sludge and removed the mildly toxic residue. Darksteel had heard rumors of "a crazy old
Builder what lives in the swamp", but didn't put much stock in them. Still, he was more than happy
to take Terrorsaur to the part of the swamp where the Builder was rumored to reside, "just so long
as yer got the keys." Terrorsaur not only paid his asking price, but promised him double if they
actually located the Builder.
Now they were closing in on the no bot's land where the mad Builder was rumored to reside.
Despite the obvious relish Darksteel had taken moments earlier at Terrorsaur's gunky mishap, the
guide seemed on-edge. When Terrorsaur asked why, the guide peered into the overgrown wildlife
and muttered, "too quiet."
Terrorsaur focused on his audio inputs. Damn if his yokel guide wasn't right. The ubiquitous sounds
of the swamp—the buzz of cyberflies, the burbling of rust pockets, the rustling of vines, the
crackling croaks of electro-toads, the hum of the Tesla trees—had gradually diminished. It wouldn't
be exactly correct to describe the environment as silent, there still was too much activity for that.
But… suppressed. His grip on his energo machete tightened.
Darksteel remained unmoving for another cycle. Then two. Finally, his posture relaxed. He tilted
his head back towards Terrorsaur. "Maybe ain't nothing."
Then a ball of fangs and claws exploded from the murky fluid of the swamp and the guide was
knocked from his feet. The splash he made heralded a flurry of motion from the swamp, and a
dozen or more of the spindly-limbed creatures were tearing at Terrorsaur's legs, wings, arms, head.
He blindly thrust out with his machete and drove several back, but more instantly took their place.
"Scrap this!" he shouted, and converted to his jet configuration. The vines and trees presented a
problem, but he unleashed his blasters and shot his way out. But one of those creatures had latched
onto him and was tearing at his wing. Instinctively he shifted his aileron, moving with instead of
against gravity, and flew as close as he dared to one of the larger trees. The gambit worked; the
creature's head slammed into a branch and it was scrapped off.
Darksteel was getting sliced to ribbons. As distasteful as Terrorsaur found him, without the guide
Leatherhide might prove impossible to find. He let loose a strafing run and blasted several of the
creatures off. Darksteel was still surrounded… or was he? Terrorsaur saw an opening to the
southwest. "Nine o'clock!" he shouted. Darksteel glanced in that direction and, seeing a gap, jumped
that way, turning into his own alt-mode, a hovercraft, and landing with a splash. He roared through
the swamp, the creatures in pursuit.
The foliage was too heavy for another strafing run, so Terrorsaur looked for a clearing. Spotting
one, he timed Darksteel's rate of movement and, at the appropriate moment, converted, landing on
the back of the hovercraft.
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They weren't out of danger yet, as some
of the creatures initiated a partial
transformation, sprouting fins and
propellers and rudders, zooming after
them. Fortunately, none of them seemed
able to get ahead of Darksteel, and his
guide managed to pull away. Once they
outdistanced the last, and most tenac
tenacious,
of the creatures, Darksteel's control
surface flashed. "Hey, thanks fer yer help.
I heard o' Slicers but never seen ‘em
before. Thought they was a whatchacall
it, myth."
Terrorsaur nodded an acknowledggement,
a gesture that was interrupted wheen a
meshsteel net pulled up from underneath
them. They found themselves hoisted
isted off
the ground, snared in the most primitive
trap imaginable. For long, interminnable
nanokliks, they hung there, strugglling
ineffectually against their bonds. JJust
when the tension was enough to drrive
them mad, ann enormous blue alloygator
alloygator,
with disproportionately huge forecclaws,
crawledd from the shadows of a nearby
Tesla tree. It regarded
egarded them with flat
black optics, then converted into a huge bolt bat and flew up beside them. It landed on a branch that
threatened to crack under the creature's weight. The bat opened its mouth as if to speak, but instead
of a vocoder, an ordinary looking ssilver head, a humanoid head, appeared inside the creature's jaws.
The whole effect was nauseating. "They are frighteningly real, little Predacons. And now, what
brings you to the realm of Leatherhide?"
"Har har har!" laughed Darksteel, despite their predicament. ""Guess I'm getting double pay!"

Leatherhide listened to the red Predacon
Predacon—Terrorsaur—with growing
g interest. Though he had long
since made his peace with his exile, the prospect of indulging in his research in a proper laboratory
was intriguing. His crude experiments, the Slicers, were impressive given the primitive conditions
he was working under, butt ultimately unsatisfying. The prospect of a true mechanimal /
Cybertronian fusion was tantalizing.
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The one thing that gave him pause was the name of the prospective employer: Megatron. Of course,
the original Megatron had perished centuries ago, but the idea of working for one who would
willingly adopt that moniker was anathema. Leatherhide may have been an exile, but he still wore
the Autobrand. Terrorsaur's assurances that this Megatron was different than the original rang
hollow… but Leatherhide willed himself to believe.
Besides, he was still an Autobot. If this Megatron Predacon proved himself too much of an irritant,
he could always tear him to bits.

Equipping the lab was proving to be more expensive than Scorponok had initially estimated. He
was certain Megatron would pay it no heed; his boss was obsessed, but Scorponok took it upon
himself to care in his place. For the twentieth time, he asked the mad Builder if he REALLY needed
that particular piece of equipment. And for the twentieth time, Leatherhide replied, "only if you
want Proto-races to be able to adopt a mechanimal form."
Despite the cost overruns, the makeshift lab was a sight to behold. From the outside it appeared to
be a dilapidated factory, one that had manufactured a brand of Builder exo-walkers that had been
discontinued due to an unfortunate tendency to explode. Megatron had purchased the lease through
a dummy corporation and subtly beefed up security, preserving the ramshackle façade. The inside
told a very different tale. Scanners and splicers and centrifuges lined the walls and worktables in a
spotless white room. Beakers, test tubes, and other duraglass containers of every conceivable shape
and size were neatly arrayed in precisely-machined racks. The tables were spaced widely apart, and
far from the walls, to accommodate Leatherhide's Builder bulk. He constantly prowled about in his
alloygator form, his oversized claws surprisingly dexterous. Any task that he couldn't manage was
handled by his newly-acquired, and rather aptly named, Maximal assistant, Labrat.
The centerpiece of the facility was a state-of-the-art C/R tank, with the scanning apparatus of the
stasis pod wired directly into it. It had been obtained from the Ratchet Memorial Hospital in Iacon
at great risk to the Darksyders who had formerly called themselves the Destron Boys. Scorponok
allowed himself to fondly remember the turf war for control of Iacon's underworld that had brought
Brimstone and his Destron Boys under Megatron's thumb. Truly, Megatron was living up to the
legacy of the original with his ability to unite disparate factions into a cohesive organization.
Now, however, Leatherhide was asking for yet another component that would prove extremely
expensive to obtain: a protoform. Leatherhide had merely made the demand, but Labrat went on to
explain how the algorithms that would govern the scanning and adoption protocol would be much
easier to perfect with a Cybertronian unburdened by a previous alt-mode. Once they solved that
puzzle, the Beast Protocol could, in theory, be easily applied to any scanning apparatus.
Scorponok sighed. The Builders were incredibly careful with their small stockpile of protoforms.
No one even knew where they were held, but it was certain to be tightly guarded. And to make
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things worse, he had just given Packrat permission to pursue a private job, so their best thief was
unavailable. He doubted Megatron would have the patience to wait.
Ah, well, nothing to be done. Scorponok returned to the Quadrant Rho tower which was the
Darksyder nerve center and began reviewing operatives. Surely one of the available agents might
have some chance of success. He rejected name after name until he came to one that might just be
able to get the job done. He hated dealing with him, due to his obvious mental instability, but the
more Scorponok considered him, the more he seemed like the best choice for the job. He resolved to
put out the word that Megatron had a new "quest" for Bisk.

The Way of All Things was Bisk's favorite PVP free zone. Monxo, the NPC bartender whose
backstory involved being a player in the Master War, was boringly predictable in his responses. In a
way that helped Bisk put his processor at ease. After all, this was where he came when he didn't
want to risk getting ganked.
His antennae perked up when a green and yellow Predacon logged into the bar channel. Not one of
the MOB regulars, which meant a PC. Interesting. The PC walked to the bartender and murmured
something. Monxo barely glanced at the newcomer, until the tinkling of keys convinced the barkeep
to pay attention. Monxo cast his optics towards the back of the bar and inclined his head slightly.
Directly to Bisk's booth. Even more interesting.
The toon slid across from Bisk. "Megatron wants a word with you."
This had potential. Megatron was part of the metalore, supposedly long gone. The name had been
circulating recently in conjunction with the Darksyder clan; new storyline maybe?
"Megatron you say… so, what's the deal? He a quest giver, a PC, boss fight, what?"
"Quest, yes, Megatron has quest for you," he buzzed. Bisk noted a tendency for this player's S
sounds to become Zs. He rolled his optics at the cliché. No one made any truly original characters
anymore.
Still, it had been a while since he'd leveled, and the Darksyders were rumored to offer the best swag
in town. On the other hand, he didn't really want this obvious noob tagging along. He decided to
prod a bit further. "We talking solo, team, what?"
The avatar looked perplexed. "Wasp not understand. Job, er, quest for Bisk alone."
Bisk pushed back from the booth. "Kick-ass. Lead the way, buzz bot. I'm itching for some sweet
PVP action."
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Looking at the deceptively shabby tower that housed the Darksyder clan, Bisk felt certain that, at
some point, he'd have to fight his way up, floor by floor. There was just no reason to use a tower
architecture otherwise. Wasp showed him into the lobby, past some heavy security MOBs. They
waited for ten or twelve cycles before Wasp tilted his head to the side; no doubt receiving a PM.
"Time to go up," he said in his annoying cadence. Lame. Players should learn that they didn't need
some crazy speech hook to be interesting.
When the lift opened—at the penthouse level, natch—the pretense of squalor dropped. Indeed, this
was an opulent lair fit for a boss fight. Bisk wondered how much of what he was seeing was part of
the background and how much was clickable.
Megatron sat behind a massive desk. He looked nothing like the classic Megatron, and sported the
badge of the Predacon guild proudly. Continuity glitch? The Megatron in the backstory was a
Decepticon. Nah—the devs knew what they were doing. Probably some future storyline.
"Welcome, Bisk. I have a Job uniquely suited to your particular skill set."
The Wasp player was at least right about him being a quest giver. As it always did when dealing
with an NPC, Bisk's metaprocessor offered up four conversational options: "Tell me more about
this job.", "Shove it up your afterburner!", "You're Megatron? Isn't he dead?", and "Forget the job.
Tell me more about you." Bisk opted for the first, as he wasn't interested in a romance subplot and
wasn't ready for this particular boss fight without a lot more consumables.
"My organization is in need of a Protoform. Bring me one and you shall be rewarded."
The options along this tree were: "I'm in.", "Sorry, I'm busy. Maybe later?", "Let's talk about
something else.", and "What kind of reward are we talking?" He choose the latter. He was itching
for a good dungeon crawl, but still wanted to nail down the specifics of the reward.
"Let us say… Ten Thousand CPKs."
Inwardly, Bisk let out a low whistle. A quest with that much currency at stake would level him for
sure. The next conversation tree was the same as the previous one, with only the last option
changed. It now read "Not enough. I need at least double that." He was tempted to take it, but had a
sneaking suspicion it would lead to a fight he wasn't prepared for. He chose the first option.
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Once, according to the game's metalore, Nova Cronum had been the home to Cybertron's greatest
institutions for learning, study, and intellectual achievement. Then it had been bombed, blasted,
purged, and otherwise ravaged by millions of stellar cycles of gameplay. These cycles, all of the
class trainers had presumably despawned, and no one went to Nova Cronum to study. They went for
the Grand Mal.
In the waning days of the war, after the Cybertronian conflict had been safely contained to just a
few servers, the last great Decepticon general got it into his head to find the greatest database ever
constructed. Thunderwing lead a team to Artemis, the largest of Cybertron's surviving moons, and
managed to find Boltax's Blunder, a realm unique mega-uber drop called the Underbase.
Thunderwing used it to fuse his spark with that of his minions, and much mayhem ensued. The
famous Wrecker party tried the module out and got a TPK for their trouble, their failed mission
forever immortalized with a new, gouged-out skin for the moon. But even that power wasn't enough
for Thunderwing. He used the Underbase exploits to backdoor into the Cybertron GM area, and
boost his stats into a massive floating fortress modeled after his own visage: the Grand Mal.
The Autobot and Decepticon guilds enabled cross-faction raid-finder to stop him, in what was
surely one of the most epic max-level world boss events the devs had ever concocted. Eventually,
his spark, and the Underbase with it, were blasted into Cybertron's core, where it could be safely
contained. This system-wide team-up was what gave birth to the Builder meta-guild, and laid the
foundations for the modern social order. The Grand Mal itself crash-landed but remained largely
intact. As the most advanced battle station on the planet, it became the seat of the Builder military
forces, such as they were.
It was also where any protoforms the Builders had were stockpiled, Bisk had convinced himself
after much sleuthing. An impenetrable fortress, crawling with elite-level Micromaster guards… it
all sounded like Bisk's kinda quest.
Gaining entry was easier than he thought it would be. The crashed fortress had large portions of it
that extended underneath the Cybertronian surface. Bisk had enjoyed some of his best grinding in
the subsurface levels of Cybertron, fragging Mutants and energy leaches and hydro-weasels and
even the occasional PC raiding party. Finding a way into the dungeon level from there only
involved him jumping one Micromaster MOB. Bisk had gone up against Builder levels before, and
was savvy enough to jam the guard's transmission, preventing an annoying swarm of NPCs he'd
have to evade.
Once inside, things became trickier. The place was a maze, and swarming with combat-model
NPCs. It was clear that this was going to be largely an infiltration mission, not a combat one–
annoying, those were always harder for the devs to balance. At one point he was nearly discovered;
he heard footsteps coming from both in front and behind him in a long corridor, but fortunately he'd
picked up an empty metal crate in his wanderings and locked it into his subspace inventory. He was
able to summon it and squeeze underneath it, thus avoiding scrutiny. Even better, one of them
mentioned an experiment in sector 77-B. Bisk felt certain that the game was rewarding him for
avoiding the fight with some critical information, and set off for floor 77, room B.
After several more near encounters, climaxing with a memorable sequence where he managed to
ride on top of a lift car, he managed to get to the floor in question. Or, rather, just above it. Given
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the security on the level in question, with two Micromaster MOBs just outside of the lift entrance,
he decided to stay in the infrastructure of the fortress, sneaking through the ductwork that had
perhaps long ago been the conduits of consciousness by which Thunderwing had intended to slave
an entire world to his will.
Room B proved to be a massive, hemispherical chamber, with a central pillar dominating the space.
Lights cascaded up the pillar in sequence, accompanied by a steady hum. The walls were festooned
with what appeared to be some kind of stasis chambers, stretching from floor to the pulsing pillar at
the apex of the dome. All in all, it looked like an epic place for a boss fight. Two figures were
arguing, a small—but larger than Micromaster—Builder in blues and grays, and a large purple and
black Maximal. Bisk settled in to enjoy the cutscene.

"You can't deny that you owe me!" Eject roared, though by this point Galva Convoy had become
inured to the Builder's fury. "At this stage in the game, we should have had a whole new generation
to carry the torch forward, but all you're giving me are excuses. I'm tired of this losing streak."
Galva Convoy glowered at the Builder haranguing him. "I have only been online for a few orbital
cycles, Eject. To master the Matrix in me, I must learn to transcend. Your petty interruptions do not
help."
Eject waved an arm—a stiff and pathetic gesture, given his lack of mobility—at the protoforms in
stasis along the wall. "This, Galva Convoy, this is all that's left on the bench. One hundred
seventeen protoforms, and two-thirds are blanks. We need a new team, a new Proto-race to put the
Maximals and Predacons back in their place. So why do I get the impression that you're just trying
to run out the clock?"
The sports idioms were getting tiresome. When Eject had first decanted Galva Convoy, the Builder
told him of the lengths they'd gone through to create him, of the stellar cycles it took to temper Lio
Convoy's CNA with the G-Virus to create a wholly new being who retained the ability to access to
the Matrix. Eject filled his head with visions of his grand destiny, to be the patriarch of a new race.
Indeed, Galva Convoy could sense within his exoframe an energy source, something connected to…
he wasn't sure. Something greater than himself. He attempted to learn to tap into the wellspring. To
master the Matrix. It was difficult, but he was making progress, and felt confident that he would be
able to forge the first of the new Proto-race in two, three orbital cycles. He was going to call them
Terrorcons.
Then came the voice. A niggling sensation of doubt, feeding him scenes of the outside world, of the
turmoil that was Cybertron. The Maximals and Predacons, the existing Proto-races, were
committing acts of atrocities to escape from under the thumb of the Builders. The Builders,
Autobots and Decepticons, had a history of hatred and war and death stretching back for longer than
a processor could comprehend. Maximals and Predacons, who should have been united in
opposition to their oppressors, instead spent nearly as much time bickering with each other as
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fighting their mutual enemies. Theirs, he became convinced, was a race forged in hatred, steeped in
ancient factionalism. His species was a cancer, one that had been rightly quarantined lest its evils
spread. Introducing yet another faction would do nothing to stop this, would only exacerbate it. And
Galva Convoy despaired.
And then the voice whispered that a new faction might be exactly what was needed. Not a faction to
divide, but a faction to unify. Not a faction of competing individuals, but united in vision and
purpose. Not a faction powered by sparks, but a faction powered by… anti-sparks.
He turned his mind inward, sought to master the vagaries of both the matrix and the virus that were
part and parcel with his being. The murmuring voice offered him guidance, but it was a journey that
would take time for him to master. For he needed to not just understand how to USE the energon
matrix, he needed to master it. To control it. To… corrupt it. To use that fragment of code within
himself that differentiated him from his host to truly seize his destiny. He didn't need a matrix, he
needed an anti-matrix. A dark matrix full of malice. A Galva Matrix.
The buffoon before him had no inkling of Galva Convoy's true intentions, but was becoming
increasingly impatient. "Eject… father. You gave me life. The Builders represent the greatest force
of peace and stability Cybertron has ever known. I wish to play my part in this grand tapestry. But
I've never left the confines of the Grand Mal. I lack experience; I lack wisdom. The legends I've
read state that the earliest Cybertronians had to learn to master Vector Sigma, the Creation Matrix,
even their own transformations. I need time. At least a stellar cycle, maybe two."
Eject threw up his hands. "Fine. But we're going into extra innings here. The Assembly wanted the
Resistance crushed as soon as they appeared, but they've dug in, they hold almost a quarter of the
planet. They never stop probing at our borders, looking for weakness. And even where we hold the
territory, anywhere Maximals and Predacons live, which is practically everywhere, they're throwing
sucker punches our way; IEDs, ambushes, even work slowdowns. So, go on your spirit journey,
transform and transcend, whatever, but get it done."

Bisk watched Eject storm away—storm away very slowly, of course, as he was a Builder. It was
decent exposition, no doubt setting up some future quests—his metaprocessor had redlined the
words Matrix and New Generation—but it was the protoforms in the pods he was after. The
choice now was, engage Galva Convoy—great name!—or try to stealth it. He watched for a
moment, to see if the devs would give him a hint. Before more than two cycles had passed, Galva
Convoy folded himself into a lotus position and closed his eyes.
Disappointing. The devs intended this to be a stealth encounter. He extruded a set of delicate tools
from the top of his right claw and removed the grill separating him from the room. Softly, quietly,
he lowered himself to the ground, then froze for another cycle. The meditating Maximal didn't
twitch a finger. There were protoforms in the stasis chambers covering every square mechanometer
of the walls, so Bisk chose the nearest one. Removing it from its cradle was as simple as pressing a
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button. He lifted it to over his head and played a small chime in his head, one that had, unbeknown
to him, originated in a game developed on earth some four centuries ago by Tezuka Takashi and
Miyamoto Shigeru.
He'd gotten the protoform over his shoulder and was heading back for the grill when he heard a soft
mechanical whir. He cast his senses about and located a hidden security camera. He tensed himself
for a fight when he realized that the camera had focused in tight on Galva Convoy's still form, and
wasn't pointed anywhere near Bisk's location. He risked a passive sweep with a signal
detector/amplifier/dampener upgrade he'd gotten as a reward from a previous quest. The readings
were fascinating; some external force was hacking the camera, using it to observe the Maximal. Just
then, a narrowbeam transmission lanced from the camera to the Maximal. It was so well
camouflaged that it would have been impossible to detect had Bisk not been focusing all his sensors
on the camera, and even then there was no way to know what information was contained in the
beam.
How odd, he thought. Must be some other PC on a quest of their own, he reasoned. As he reaffixed
the grill behind him, he wondered if he'd ever learn what it was all about.

In the makeshift lab inside the new Darksyder tower, the mood was ebullient. The time Bisk had
used to retrieve the protoform afforded Leatherhide the opportunity to finish equipping his lab, and
further refine his theories by autopsying the remains of Overbite, Crow-con Boy, Gnash—a name
that had caused Megatron to arch a brow—and Max-B. Labrat and Leatherhide became
indispensable, with the white, orange, and blue Maximal serving not only as the Builder's hands, but
also as his sounding board. Though the sight of a normal head sticking out of the mouth of an
oversized bolt bat was bizarre and off-putting, over time Scorponok found he could get used to it.
Over time, he found, he could get used to anything.
With the protoform now in hand, Leatherhide made rapid progress. Today, he announced that he
was ready to begin Cybertronian testing. Scorponok and Megatron crowded into the space, which
was now packed not only with scientific instruments but cage upon cage of mechanimal specimens,
large and small.
"Well, Leatherhide," began Megatron, "you've done quite well by us. Whatever payment you desire
is yours. Once I begin selling this technology to the Resistance, MCSF, and the Tripredacus
Alliance, we shall have wealth and power beyond imagination."
Leatherhide chuckled. "What use have I for wealth or power? Just seeing my vision for Cybertron
writ across two species is payment enough."
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Megatron smiled. Scorponok was certain that this was the answer his lord had been hoping for. His
master remained a shrewd judge of character and motivation.
Leatherhide waddled to the protoform, suspended on a rack above the modified C/R tank. "Do you
have a choice as to his new beast mode?"
Before Megatron even spoke, Scorponok knew what he'd say. "Ant-droid."
"An excellent choice," Leatherhide purred. He pulled a small duraglass flask crawling with the
critters and placed it directly in front of the tank's scanner. He then made some last-minute
adjustment to the code, and wheeled a control panel with a single oversized red button to Megatron.
"All is in readiness, Megatron, second of your name. But make no mistake. Once you unleash this
technology on the world, there will be no going back. Cybertron will be plunged into an unending
series of Beast Wars."
Megatron held the Builder's gaze. "Excellent." With no hint of hesitation, his finger plunged onto
the button. The protoform was lowered into the tank, and the scanner activated. "Suitable lifeform
detected," emerged the smooth voice of the default Predacon onboard AI.
Lightning rippled across the glowing silvery surface of the tank, and the fluid began to violently
churn. The cycles ticked off one by one. Despite the excitement in the room, Scorponok braced
himself for another failure. Surely configuring an alt-mode shouldn't take this long.
Then a spindly red leg emerged from the fluid and planted itself on the rim of the tank, immediately
followed by a second. An oversized ant-droid head, red with black mandibles, poked over the edge,
and then they were looking at an enormous insecatron. Its head bobbed back and forth, antennae
twitching, as it searched for something. Then it locked optics with Megatron, and something subtle
but profound changed in its expression. "Formikon, Terrorize!" It converted into a more-or-less
normal looking Predacon bodyform, albeit with ant-droid parts on his chest.
Megatron pointed at it, and, in his most regal tone, commanded it. "Soldier, I am Megatron. I am
your supreme leader!"
"Yes, my queen," declared the ant-droid as it took a knee. "I, warrior of the colony, shall serve you
to the best of my ability!"
Megatron turned to Scorponok. "By the Inferno, I like him." He then directed his attention to
Leatherhide. "With this success, how long until we can roll out to existing Maximals and
Predacons?"
"Why, Megatron, I thought you understood. With this test, we're ready now."
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After multiple tests on low-level lieutenants, all resoundingly successful, the time had come to
upgrade the Darksyder inner circle. Megatron watched with almost paternalistic pride as Scorponok
scanned an arachnotron. When he emerged, newly-minted claws and tail glistening, Megatron
slapped him on the back and congratulated him. He then turned to Terrorsaur. "Your turn."
The craven Predacon gulped, "Are…" he stammered "are we sure it's safe?"
"No," declared Leatherhide with mad glee, and pushed Megatron's lieutenant into the tank with his
tail.
Pathetic. To think of safety at a time like this. The least of my lieutenants had more ambition by far.
Megatron snorted. Perhaps too much ambition, he retorted inside his own mind. You never could
control them. How eagerly Starscream and Shockwave and Ratbat nipped at your heels; how
readily Overlord and Thunderwing stepped into the void left by your absence. The silvery custom
nanofluid began to roil, interrupting the reply he felt bubbling up inside. Then Terrorsaur burst from
the tank and flexed his new wings.
"Not bad," he croaked. "Yes, I think this form suits me quite well!"
Megatron nodded his approval. "I do believe you're right. And now, Leatherhide, the time has come
for the, shall we say, main event?" The lilt in his voice turned it into a question, and he raised a
brow-ridge inquisitively towards Labrat. His feckless technician had long-since become a literal
retrorat, an upgrade that suited him well.
The squeaky little Maximal's voice quivered as he asked, "Are you sure you don't want to test this
configuration on someone else first? We haven't done a beast / vehicle quad-changer before."
"My specifications are quite exact and I will not share this power with anyone. Besides, I'm
confident you and Leatherhide will succeed, lest Scorponok and Terrorsaur become… irritated."
Do it!
With that, he plunged into the tank. Five cycles passed. Ten. Megatron's grasp of time and space
sagged and became unreliable. The nano-fluids of the tank were working their way through every
part of his system, rewriting him down to the CNA. He was alternating between an incredible rush
and unendurable agony. Warning alarms rebounded in his cranial module, even as his neural
hardware was reconfigured, his OS replaced, drivers patched with Transmetal upgrades. Halfformed visuals of his limbs and chest–horrible amalgams of beast and vehicle–flashed through his
consciousness, and he was convinced for interminably long cycles that the procedure had gone
horribly awry. He hammered madly on the interior of the tank for release but none came. And then,
without warning, the change took hold.
Newly-shaped internal hardware started to pump energon; limbs and appendages formed into their
proper shapes. He felt an indefinable surge of power to every system. He flexed his reformed
hydraulics and, not caring to wait for the fluid to drain, flew straight up. He emerged from tank like
a phoenix, sending his minions scurrying.
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"Beast mode!" he exulted, feeling the conversion take him. He interfaced with the lab's security
cameras to watch the change even as it happened. His newly red and gold body seemed to expand as
claws lengthened and wings flared. He flexed them once and then launched himself into the air,
barely feeling it as he burst clean through the laboratory roof and into the night sky. The glowing
cityscape of Iacon lay beneath him and he roared defiance from twin dragon mouths, then unleashed
dual gouts of flame. Soon! Soon they would all know the power of this form!
Yes, you have done well.
"I agree," Megatron told his namesake. "So well in fact that I don't think I have need of you
anymore."
Arrogance! You have not achieved even a tenth of my accomplishments!
"You failed. You died. You became fodder for the ambition of others." He paused. "I am destined to
walk a different path." Megatron found that within his new cranial architecture he had much more
control over his subroutines, or perhaps it was simply newfound confidence. "And now, I think it's
time to consign you once again to oblivion." The mental Megatron cursed him, screaming as he sent
it to the nothingness of deletion. With the other Megatron gone, he sighed and descended back into
the lab, where Labrat, Scorponok, and Terrorsaur were staring, open-mouthed. He transformed back
into his humanoid configuration, noting with pleasure that it was much larger and more powerful
than his previous form had been.
"You know," Megatron began, conversationally, to the cowed room of enforcers and scientists,
"When I took the name Megatron it was a mere affectation, yes. A tool for me to wield, for the petty
purpose of advancing in the criminal sphere. I had my private doubts if I would ever be truly
worthy. But now, as I feel the unlimited power of beast technology flowing through my valves, I'm
starting to wonder. Perhaps it is not me after all who will prove unworthy of the name. "
Megatron's commands rang out like never before and before long, everyone would know them, "By
this time next stellar cycle, I want every Maximal beholden to the High Council, Predacon in the
pocket of the Tripredacus Alliance, and Resistance fighter pledged to Lio Convoy to have
purchased this upgrade. The Beast Wars are upon us!"
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